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❖ Francisco  Franco  y  Bahamonde  was  a  Spanish  military 
leader who ruled as the dictator of Spain till his death in 1936

❖ Franco  lead  the  Nationalists  to  victory  in  the  civil  war  and 
became the longest ruling dictator in European history

❖ He secured the support of Germany and Italy in his battles 

❖ In  the  civil  war,  the  Basques  were  strongly  anti  Franco  but 
there was nothing to make them military targets. They were all 
civilians

❖ These were people with their own language, culture and sense 
of identity



The scene…

❖ April 26th, 1937

❖ About 4pm in the afternoon

❖ 15 miles from Bilbao, in the North of Spain, in Guernica 

❖ 7000 people were going about their daily lives





❖ A single plane flies over the town and is the first to drop 6 
bombs 

❖ Waves of German and Italian aircraft fly in formation dropping 
bombs

❖ About 5000 bombs in total 

❖ People tried to flee and they were sprayed with bullets from 
machine guns on the planes as they ran 

❖ Incendiary bombs were then dropped. These were bombs 
designed to start fires.

❖  1645 die, thousands are wounded 

❖ The people of Guernica had no defenses at all 



Commander Wolfram von Richthofen led the charge:

“Guernica literally leveled to the ground, bomb craters in the 
streets, simply terrific, perfect conditions for a great victory”

❖ George Steer, a correspondent for the London Times, covering 
the Basque war went to Guernica to report.

❖ His article gets reprinted in the French paper Ce Soir, with this 
picture… 







❖ In Paris, Picasso reads the paper and the image is  ingrained in Picasso’s 
mind

❖ This is why he depicts Guernica as a night scene even though the event 
took place in the afternoon

❖ Picasso was not known for being politically inclined then

❖ He was asked to represent Spain in the Paris World Exhibition 

❖  He  realised  then  that  he  was  about  to  make  truly  modern  history 
painting

❖ He would turn from Icon breaker to icon maker

❖ Everything in his life would come together – excitement of Modernism, 
Obsession of art from past and his own experiences love and grief





❖ But before Picasso starts work, he meets an accomplice, he met her in a 
Paris café

❖ She was playing with a knife stabbing it on the wooden table between 
her fingers

❖ She  was  a  Croatian  photographer,  an  accomplished  surrealist  and  an 
intellectual

❖ Dora Maar was offered money for blood stained glove by Picasso. 

❖ Picasso found a new lover and creative partner

❖ In his early years, he was married to Olga, a ballerina. He had an affair 
with then 16 year old Marie Therese, he split from his wife Olga when 
Marie was pregnant

❖ Now, Marie has a small daughter







❖ His  new lover  Dora  was  a  fixture  in  his  studio,  she  was  his 
unofficial photographer 

❖ She documented the progress of Guernica 

❖ On the 1st of May1937, Picasso began his work

❖ He  started  with  rough  sketches,  graphite  on  paper,  his  head 
working faster than his hand

❖ His cast of characters was slowly formalized

❖ Recurring characters from his former works 



The wounded horse 



The massive bull



The Candle light bearer  



❖ With the deadline for the Paris fair coming up the next week, he 
leaves his canvas 

❖ He visits his other lover Marie Therese and new baby girl. He also 
deals with a fight between her and Dora 

❖ He comes back to the canvas full of heavy emotion  

❖ He cannot resist  transferring the complicated agony of his personal 
life to his political art 

❖ Heads of women in anguish, eyes punctured with tears begin to 
appear in his drawings

❖ Later, Marie Therese and his baby daughter Maya, visit his studio, 
Maya rubs her hands in the wet paint

❖ Images of domestic tragedy fill Picasso’s mind







Picasso then begins work on the actual piece, 20 feet long and 
12 feet high, canvas is too tall to fit so its leaned against the 

wall







❖ Early versions had images of hope and defiance but as he 
falls  deeper  into  emotions,  these  positive  symbols 
collapse

❖ A clenched socialist fist rising to the air repeated itself in 
several versions but it was later removed





❖ The  shrieking  horse  with  a  gash  in  its  side,  had  the 
winged horse Pegasus emerging out of the wound

❖ Pegasus  is  the  mythical  symbol  of  the  birth  of  art  and 
poetry

❖ As such Art and Poetry was to be born from the wound 







❖ But it ends in the final version with a large black hole in 
the side of the horse right in the optical center of the 
canvas 





❖ Initial versions of the fallen warrior were stronger, his 
head helmeted like a classical hero 





❖ But in the end, Picasso depicts him with his mouth gaping 
wide, jaw loose and helpless in the final version 





Picasso seems to have little room for optimism  
 



A daisy in the hand of the wounded warrior





The stigmata of Christ on the other hand of the wounded warrior



Brings to mind the Iconic, 3rd of May 1808, by Francisco Goya.  
A work every Spainiard would know…



3rd of May 1808 by Francisco Goya 
 

Arms thrown wide open like Christ on the cross, the light from the lamp, an Ironic symbol of the 
Enlightenment



Light
❖ In  everything  ever  done  in  art,  light  normally  brings 

beauty and sublime dignity 

❖ In Goya’s work it was the instrument of slaughter 

❖ In Guernica, the bodies rise in pyramid towards…an evil 
eye 

❖ In the eye there is a light bulb, a reference to the single 
bulb in a prison cell or the searchlight for victims









• A Heroic arm hold out a candle 

• The light of art against the light of war 



❖ The canvas was almost done except for one more touch , 
Dora and Picasso make short lines all over the body of the 
dying horse

❖ The downward lines on the horse’s body dissolve it  into a 
sea of newsprint 





❖ Towering above, the voice of art in a shrieking cry from 
the dying horse 





❖ Guernica is paint on canvas but it has the authority of stone

❖ Picasso said the found painting to be an “Act of complete emptying”

❖ The story goes that Picasso was visited by the German gestapo in his 
studio. They kicked things around a little and suggested that he was 
hiding Jewish slaves. 

❖ The soldier then picks up a postcard image of Guernica as asks 
Picasso, “Did you do this?” 

❖ Picasso answers, “No I didn’t, you did. Go on, take it, a souvenir.” 

❖ Guernica is not just painting but a reflection on the dark side of human 
nature and a strong reminder of the horrors of war

❖ The canvas has travelled the all over the world now and is now settled 
in Madrid 



Guernica today….

❖ In 2003 the American delegation to the United nations 
made a case for armed intervention in Iraq

❖ Colin Powell gave a presentation to security council and it 
was to be followed by a press conference 

❖ There was a tapestry reproduction of Guernica hanging on 
the wall where the press conference was to be








